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Dear Parents, 

Greetings from BLS World School! 

 Kindly find enclosed subject wise H.W for your ward to be done during winter holidays i.e. 

from 31st Dec, 2022 to 8th Jan, 2023 

 Help your ward to complete his/her work and submit the same on 9th Jan 2023 when school 

reopen after winter holidays. 

 H.W is more academic focused to develop the writing skills, plus they are in touch with their 

subjects. 

 H.W will be graded as per the presentation and timely submission and the grades will be 

included in the final evaluation. 

 All work should be made to do in their respective subject note books only 

 

Note:-Utilize free time of your child in promoting reading good books, watch motivating videos/ films, 

do physical activity and engage in home task of daily routine. Teach them the core values of your 

family and keep socializing for celebrations & spreading happiness. 

Looking forward to greet them with cheerful faces Next Year! 

 

 

 

                                       



 
WINTER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

           CLASS – VII 

Subject –English -:Write  a blog on the Judicial system given at (Pg 150-book) in New Image in your 

notebook. Do Narration exercise from your Grammar book given at pg no. 185 in English notebook. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subject –Hindi :-  

* हह हहह, हहहह ह हहहहह हहह हहह हहह हहहहह हहहह हहह हह हहहह हहहह हहह हहहहहह 

हह हहह हहहह हहहह हहहह हहह हह हहहहहहहह हहहहह हहह हहहह हहहहह हहह हहहहहहहह 

हह हहहह हहहहहह(हहहहह हहहहह हहहह हहहहह हहहहहहहह हहह हहहहह ) 

* हहहहहहह हहहहह हह 180 हहहहहह हह हहहह हहह हहह हहहहह | 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subject – Maths   Do following Exercise of Chapter- 12 Algebra and Ch-13 Exponent and power from 

RS Agrawal. Ex-6A , Test Paper-5 ( Pg -96) in your notebook. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subject – Science (i)When a person suffers from chest pain, the doctor immediately takes an ECG. 

Collect information and write down about the principle & working of ECG. 

(ii) Research on different blood groups in humans and answer the following questions in your notebook. 

 (a) Name the 4 different blood groups found in humans.        (b) What is your blood group? 

 (c) Name the blood group that is called “Universal donor”. Why is it said so? 

(d) Name the blood group that is called “Universal recipient”. Why is it said so? 

(e)Enlist few blood donation camps. Why there is need of such camps? 

(f) Can anyone donate blood to any other person? Why or Why not?  (Note: - Parents should 

accompany and assist their ward in the internet search required for the above activity) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subject – SST :-Collect information on any 2 classical dance forms related to different states and write 

about them brief in your SST notebook. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Subject – French  Enlist French Festivals and paste their  pictures in your notebook ,also write few 

points about each festival in French. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subject – Sanskrit 1.हहहहहहहहहहह 148 हह हह हह हहहहहहहह-हहहहहहहह हहहहहहहह हह 

हहहहहह हह हहहह हहह हहहहह हहहहह हहहह |  2.हहहहहहहहहहह हहह हह हहहह , हहह 

,हहहहहह , हहहहहहह हहहहहहह हहहहहहहहह हह हहहह हहह हहहहह हहहहह हहहह | 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subject – Computer Write all the work in computer notebook. 



Topic - Python  1. Define Python.   2. Write features of Python.   3. Define data types in Python.  

4. Write the meaning of operators in python.     5. Write about types of operators. 


